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Post-crisis recovery

Source: Stat Offices, , Macrobond, BNP Paribas



Following the global financial crisis, Central Europe posted an impressive economic rebound



GDP is now exceeding pre-crisis levels in all countries



There are three reasons for the recovery across the region

GDP levels above the pre-crisis peak
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Post-crisis recovery: Elimination of twin deficits
Current account (% of GDP, 3-yr avg)

Source: European Commission, Eurostat, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



Since 2009 Central European governments delivered major structural fiscal tightening



Budget policies changed the region’s growth pattern into exports-driven



As result, trade and current account deficits reversed into surpluses

Shift in growth pattern
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Post-crisis recovery: Efficient use of EU funds
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Elimination of budget deficits increased fiscal policy space to pre- and co-finance EU funds



Good absorption of money from the 2007-13 agenda boosted economic growth across the region



Growth recovery enabled Central Europe to narrow the income gap to more developed countries

EU funded boost
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Post-crisis recovery: Benign external environment
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Bold policy easing in key global economies allowed major interest rate cuts across the region



As result, easy financial and monetary conditions were supporting growth in Central Europe



The fall in global commodity prices boosted the region’s terms of trade and disposable incomes

…thanks to easy global financial conditions and cheap commodities
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Where are we now?

 External environment: Global stress
1. Rising uncertainty
2. Growth cycle divergence
3. Monetary policy divergence

 Regional backdrop: Growth slowdown
1. No spare capacity
2. No policy space
3. Less EU funds inflow
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Global stress: Rising uncertainty

Source: ECB, CBOE, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



Since mid-2015 financial stress has been rising on several global financial markets



Rising stress reflects growing investors’ uncertainty about the state of the economies



Uncertainty is not good for growth prospects

Bad for growth prospects
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Global stress: Divergent cyclical positions - EM vs. DM

Source: IMF, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



Since 2015 emerging markets’ (EM) growth slumped on cheap commodities and a strong dollar



Latest activity data give some hope that the worst for EM is over



Developed markets (DM) have been on recovery track since 2014

Emerging markets disappointment
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Global stress: Divergent monetary policies of major CBs

Source: ECB, Federal Reserve, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



Beyond growth divergence between economic blocs, monetary policies diverge, too



The Fed hiked interest rates in late 2015, while the ECB keeps on easing



Different policies of major central banks increase market volatility and fuel economic uncertainty

Fed and ECB move in the opposite directions
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Growth slowdown: No more spare capacity
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Output gaps closed in all Central European economies



GDP is at, or above, the respective countries’ potential levels



There is no more spare capacity; labour market conditions are very tight

Output gaps are closed
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Growth slowdown: No (conventional) policy space

Source: Central banks, Eurostat, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



With policy rates at ultra-low levels the scope for further conventional easing is very limited



Monetary policy transmission remains impaired (risk aversion & regulation harming credit growth)



Weak prospects for credit activity suggest softer investment

Soft investment outlook
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Growth slowdown: Less EU funds in the short-run

Source: Eurostat, IMF, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



Given the switch from old to new financial frameworks, EU funds inflow will be quite low in 2016



Less EU funds suggest weaker investment, especially in the public sector



The base-line assumption is that EU funds absorption will accelerate from 2017 onwards

…will depress investment spending across the region
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Where are we heading to?
Central Europe managed to recover from the global financial crisis
The rebound was driven by sound policies and EU funds inflow
The region was also lucky, given a benign external backdrop
It seems that growth in Central Europe has recently slowed, however
Global stress and local factors are at play

We see three scenarios moving forward:
1. The good..
2. …the bad…
3. …and the ugly
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Scenario 1: The good
EU funds allocation in Central Europe
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The financial agenda for 2014-20 provides for a substantial amount of cohesion funds for the region



If efficiently spent, EU money can help to modernize Central European economies



Higher R&D spending could boost the value added of regional production and exports

Modernisation
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Scenario 2: The bad

Source: European Commission, OECD, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



If capital efficiency does not increase, Central European trend growth will slow, perhaps sharply



Poor demography suggests falling trend employment, less savings and investment



Rising share of old-age population points to higher fiscal spending on pensions

Stagnation
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Scenario 3: The ugly
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Muddling through as a combination of the good and bad scenarios



Growth to be mainly driven by (external) demand; cheap labour to stay key for competitiveness



Central Europe will fall into the middle-income trap; economic policies will be reactive only

Muddling through
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The outliers: Slovenia

Source: IMF, Macrobond, BNP Paribas



Public debt rose massively in response to the banking crisis and subsequent recession



While activity rebounded more recently, long-term prospects remain pretty soft



A high public debt-to-GDP ratio will constrain a more vigorous and sustainable growth acceleration

High debt hurts long-term recovery prospects
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The outliers: Croatia

GDP and trend (% y/y)
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Croatia’s main problem is ultra-low potential growth, barely exceeding zero



Key reason is weak investment, preventing a more vigorous rise in productive capital stock



That bodes poorly for real convergence; Croatia’s GDP per capita is only 55% of EU-15 average

Weak investment keeps potential growth barely above zero
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